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Abstract

In this paper we present a novel multi-attribute face ma-
nipulation method based on textual descriptions. Previous
text-based image editing methods either require test-time
optimization for each individual image or are restricted
to single attribute editing. Extending these methods to
multi-attribute face image editing scenarios will introduce
undesired excessive attribute change, e.g., text-relevant
attributes are overly manipulated and text-irrelevant at-
tributes are also changed. In order to address these chal-
lenges and achieve natural editing over multiple face at-
tributes, we propose a new decoupling training scheme
where we use group sampling to get text segments from
same attribute categories, instead of whole complex sen-
tences. Further, to preserve other existing face attributes,
we encourage the model to edit the latent code of each at-
tribute separately via an entropy constraint. During the in-
ference phase, our model is able to edit new face images
without any test-time optimization, even from complex tex-
tual prompts. We show extensive experiments and analysis
to demonstrate the efficacy of our method, which generates
natural manipulated faces with minimal text-irrelevant at-
tribute editing. Code and pre-trained model are available at
https://github.com/hwang1996/ManiCLIP.

1. Introduction

Face editing [32, 7, 17] aims to manipulate the given
face images under certain instructions. In this paper, we
are interested in multi-attribute face editing, where one can
change several different facial attributes in one shot, from
the provided textual descriptions. Multi-attribute face edit-
ing is of great significance when users want to change their
photo contents, including makeups, hair styles and face
shapes. This gives people freedom to change the images
and generate their desired images. However, relevant stud-
ies on multi-attribute editing are still rare.

†Corresponding authors
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She wears lipstick. 
She has big lips.

Excessive editing Natural editing
Input Output⨉ ✓

Figure 1. Comparison between excessive editing and natural
editing. The excessive and natural editing results are generated by
our baseline model and our method respectively.

With the development of StyleGAN2 [9, 10] and CLIP
[18] model, some recent works explore leveraging them for
image content editing. Specifically, StyleGAN2 has been
demonstrated to learn disentangled latent codes [9], which
are shown to have corresponding semantic meanings as
their generated images [30, 27]. CLIP model is pretrained
on large-scale image-text datasets, which can measure the
similarity between given images and text, by mapping them
to the learned feature space. Therefore, to achieve au-
tomatic natural language based face editing, many works
[17, 30, 28, 15, 32] designed manipulation components to
change the latent codes based on StyleGAN2 and CLIP
model.

To be specific, TediGAN [30] uses CLIP loss [18] to su-
pervise the text-image alignment of the edited images. This
method suffers the problem of slow inference speed, as it re-
quires individual alignment optimization over each image.
StyleCLIP [17] proposes to train a mapper module to pre-
dict the proper offsets over the image latent codes to achieve
desired editing. However, they need to train various map-
pers for different text inputs. HairCLIP [28] follows the
mapper design of StyleCLIP [17], and only trains one map-
per for different hair-related text inputs. But the original
HairCLIP [28] is only applicable to single hair-related at-
tribute editing, and the problem of multi-attribute editing
remains unsolved.

Though it is straightforward to extend previous methods
to the general multi-attribute face manipulation task, we ob-
serve that the baseline model results in excessive editing, as
shown in Figure 1. Excessive editing means: 1) the relevant
attributes are overly amplified and unnatural results are pro-
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The person is 
chubby, and has 
blond hair.

The person has 
brown hair, and 
arched eyebrows.

Input

Figure 2. ManiCLIP: our model is able to naturally edit multiple face attributes from natural language instructions. Top row shows the
original images. Rows 2-3 show the edited face images under different text descriptions.

duced, e.g. the lipstick has over bright color in Figure 1,
and 2) the text-irrelevant attributes are also changed in the
edited images, e.g. the skin color in Figure 1. To alleviate
these issues, we introduce a new method, named ManiCLIP,
that deploys a new decoupling training scheme and entropy
constraint based loss design to generate natural edited im-
ages while minimizing the text-irrelevant attribute change.

Our proposed method is two-pronged. First, we observe
that the difficulty of attribute editing for the model is hetero-
geneous. For example, manipulation of lipstick is easy, sev-
eral epoch training would give overly edited results, while
editing of other attributes may require more epochs. When
we do mixed training, since “hard” attributes are harder to
synthesize, the model tends to keep optimizing the CLIP
loss and, as a result, “easy” attributes will become unnatu-
ral, for example the lipstick in Figure 1 presents excessive
editing. Hence we propose the decoupling training scheme,
where we use group sampling and only edit one kind of at-
tributes in each instance. It allows the model to fit each
kind of attributes individually, which alleviates the issue of
unnatural edited results. Second, because of the disentan-
glement property [10] of StyleGAN2 latent space, only a
small portion of the latent code dimensions affect certain
attributes. However, StyleGAN2 latent codes have thou-
sands of dimensions, which have much freedom during the
editing process, hence we propose to use the entropy loss
to control the number of non-zero dimensions. Since the
uniform distribution of latent code values yields maximum
entropy, minimizing the entropy loss can force the model to
produce more values closer to zero, as visualized in Figure
5. During the training phase, we optimize the entropy loss
and CLIP loss simultaneously, text-irrelevant attributes can
be preserved and relevant attributes can be edited.

The comprehensive experimental results show the suit-
ability of our proposed method avoiding test-time opti-

mization. Based on textual descriptions containing multi-
ple attributes, we generate natural manipulated images with
minimal text-irrelevant editing by our proposed decoupling
training scheme and entropy loss. We show the teaser in
Figure 2. Our contributions can be summarized as:

• Adoption of a decoupling training scheme to enforce
minimal overly editing for input text, which is benefi-
cial to giving natural results.

• Application of the entropy loss onto the StyleGAN2 la-
tent code offsets, which regularizes the offset freedom
to avoid unnecessary change.

• We demonstrate that our proposed ManiCLIP out-
performs several state-of-the-art methods for multi-
attribute face editing task.

2. Related work
2.1. Face editing

The challenge of face editing [24, 23, 21, 16, 8] is to
change part of the attributes of the original face image,
while preserving all other irrelevant attributes. Since the la-
tent spaceW of StyleGAN2 is claimed to better reflect the
disentangled semantics of the learned distribution [10, 29],
previous methods [17, 30, 28, 7] take the architecture of
StyleGAN2 [10] and do manipulation on its latent codes,
such that the generated images can be edited and meet the
desired outputs.

Specifically, Talk-to-Edit [7] introduces a dialog sys-
tem to iteratively edit images, which adopts a pretrained
attribute predictor to supervise the editing pipeline. Xu
et al. [32] propose dual latent spaces based on the origi-
nal StyleGAN2 architecture, and claim that their proposed
cross-space interaction allows cooperated complex editing.
However, this method is dependent on InterFaceGAN [23],
which requires individual operation over each sample.
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Figure 3. ManiCLIP: our proposed multi-attribute face editing model. Our model consists of several modules: a StyleGAN2 and
mapping network pretrained on FFHQ dataset [9], a CLIP [18] language encoder Et, a transformer-based attentional decoder, and a GAN
inversion model [25]. This architecture enables us to generate natural manipulated images with minimal text-irrelevant editing.

TediGAN [30], StyleCLIP [17] and HairCLIP [28] all
adopt CLIP [18] model to achieve text-image semantic
alignment. StyleCLIP [17] proposes both an optimization-
based and mapper-based method to produce edited images
with the pretrained CLIP model [18], where the former one
requires specific optimization over latent codes and the lat-
ter requires training different models for different input text.
TediGAN [30] follows an optimization-based approach, but
is not restricted to text-guided manipulation: sketch or se-
mantic masks can also be used as conditions to control the
output. Technically, they first get the inverse latent codes
of real images, and train an additional encoder to align the
sketch or mask input with the corresponding StyleGAN2
latent codes. The produced latent codes from the trained
encoder then requires further optimization, which is slow
at inference time. HairCLIP [28] adopts a mapper-based
method, which focuses on manipulating the hair styles, but
it can only change one attribute during each editing time.

To summarize, adopting CLIP [18] as the main supervi-
sion signal for the text-guided face editing task is useful. In
this paper, we aim to change multiple face attributes simul-
taneously, where ones do not need to further optimize the
edited results. We follow previous practise to use CLIP for
supervision, and additionally introduce decoupling training
strategy and entropy loss to achieve minimal excessive edit-
ing for text segments.

2.2. Text-based image generation and manipulation

Both text-based image generation [35, 31, 33, 36, 5, 20]
and manipulation [14, 17, 25, 3, 1, 13] tasks aim to gen-
erate images from the text conditions. For image manip-
ulation, it also requires high similarity between manipu-
lated and original images. To this end, many research
works [14, 31, 36, 2] utilize the conditional GAN struc-
ture, where the input text representations are used as the
conditional information of GAN, and add various regular-
ization to enhance the generation quality. Since these meth-
ods [14, 31, 2] train the whole framework in an end-to-end

manner and use a discriminator only to improve the image
quality, the generated images may not exactly match with
the given text and the generation diversity is limited [26].

With the emerging applications of StyleGAN2 [10], re-
cent works [26, 17] adopt StyleGAN2-based method. For
example, CI-GAN [26] follows TediGAN [30] and pro-
poses to use cycle consistency for GAN inversion. They
demonstrate that unconditional training increases the diver-
sity of GAN generation, and that doing manipulation on
StyleGAN2 latent space can ensure the generation qual-
ity. Therefore, we also use a pretrained StyleGAN2 as our
model backbone.

In DALL-E [20, 19], a transformer is used for text-to-
image generation. Specifically, DALL-E-2 [19] feeds the
CLIP text embeddings to the model and produces the image
embeddings first, then uses the diffusion decoder to gener-
ate the final images. However, they use about 650M images
for training. In contrast, we only use a pretrained Style-
GAN2 model and do not need any images during the train-
ing phase, since we achieve the multi-attribute face editing
by randomly sampling StyleGAN2 latent codes.

3. Method

3.1. Preliminary

StyleGAN2. We denote StyleGAN2 [10] model as G :
Z → W → X , where Z , W and X represents noise
space, learned latent space, and generated image space re-
spectively. StyleGAN2 uses Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
to map the initial Z noise space to the W latent space. G
generates images based on latent codes w ∈ W . Style-
GAN2’s learned W space presents a disentangled nature,
where different attributes are controlled via different dimen-
sions of w [9, 10].
CLIP. CLIP [18] model is trained with large-scale image-
text datasets, containing 400 million pairs from the Internet.
Both pretrained vision and language encoders are available.
We use the features extracted using them to measure the



Input chubbylipstick

Figure 4. We train the baseline model with 10 epochs, and show
the edited results of lipstick and chubby respectively. The chubby
editing is harder than lipstick editing, which is overly modified.

cosine similarity between images and text.

3.2. Overview

A natural approach to multi-attribute face editing with-
out test-time optimization would be to adapt StyleCLIP’s
[17] mapper design to multi-attribute text datasets. How-
ever, the adapted model may present excessively edited face
images, as shown in Figure 1. In this paper, we aim to solve
the excessive editing problem.

The pipeline of our proposed text-based multi-attribute
face editing framework is presented in Figure 3. We train
the attentional decoder only and fix all other pretrained
components. Specifically, StyleGAN2 G and its mapping
network are pretrained on FFHQ dataset [9], and Et is the
CLIP [18] pretrained language encoder. During the train-
ing phase, we sample random noise z ∈ Z and feed it into
the StyleGAN2 mapping network to obtain the latent codes
w ∈ W . To obtain the training text segments t, the de-
coupling training scheme is adopted, where we use group
sampling. The text embeddings Et(t) are extracted with
the CLIP language encoder Et. Then Et(t) and w are fed
into the transformer-based attentional decoder to generate
the offset ∆w. The edited images G(w + ∆w) are pro-
duced through a pretrained StyleGAN2 model G, which is
supervised by the image-text alignment module. We also
apply entropy regularization onto the learned ∆w.

During the inference phase, we use a GAN inversion en-
coder [25] to get w from real images, and use complex sen-
tences with multiple attributed as input text. ∆w is directly
used to generate the edited images, not requiring additional
optimization.

3.3. Image-text alignment

We first study using a reasonable baseline that con-
siders identity and background preservation. To super-
vise the semantic consistency between the given text t and
G(w + ∆w), we adopt CLIP loss Lclip , which can be de-
noted as

Lclip = 1− cos(Ei(G(w + ∆w)), Et(t)), (1)

whereEi andEt represent the CLIP image and text encoder
respectively, and cos indicates the cosine similarity between
two items.

To preserve face identity and background information,
we use face ID loss [4] Lid, background loss Lbg and im-
age L2 loss Li

l2. Lid is utilized to ensure that the face iden-
tity remains unchanged, which is also used in previous face
editing works [17, 28]. It is derived from the pretrained Ar-
cFace [4] R, and the loss can be depicted as

Lid = 1− cos(R(G(w + ∆w)), R(G(w))). (2)

Using Lbg aims to keep the image background unchanged.
To this end, we use a face segmentation model [34] to obtain
the background area of face images, then we apply the L2
loss on the background area. Lbg is denoted as

Lbg = ||(G(w + ∆w)−G(w)) ∗ (M bg
∆w ∩M

bg
w )||2,

(3)
where M bg

∆w and M bg
w represent the background masks of

edited and original images respectively, and ∩ denotes the
union of M bg

∆w and M bg
w . Li

l2 is adopted to prevent unnec-
essary change of text-irrelevant attributes on face areas, and
it is defined as

Li
l2 = ||(G(w + ∆w)−G(w)) ∗ (Mface

∆w ∩Mface
w )||2.

(4)
whereMface

∆w andMface
w represent the face masks of edited

and original images. Finally, to keep a general similarity be-
tween the manipulated and original images, previous meth-
ods [17, 30, 28] utilize the latent code norm lossLw

l2 to avoid
∆w being too large, i.e.

Lw
l2 = ||∆w||2. (5)

However, we observe that the baseline model trained
with the aforementioned losses produces excessively edited
images, as shown in Figure 1. To resolve the excessive edit-
ing issue, we introduce a decoupling training scheme and
apply an entropy constraint on the learned ∆w.

3.4. Decoupling training scheme for natural editing

The decoupling training scheme is designed based on our
empirical observations on the model convergence speed, as
shown in Figure 4. Specifically, we define the “easy” at-
tributes as more local ones that take less training iterations
to give visible editing results, and “hard” attributes as more
global ones that take more iterations for manipulation. If
we use sentences containing mixed “easy” (e.g., lipstick)
and “hard” (e.g., chubby) attributes, since “hard” attributes
are harder to adjust, “easy” attributes would be overly mod-
ified for CLIP loss optimization. To alleviate the unnatural
editing issue, we propose to do decoupling training where
we only try to edit one kind of attributes in each instance,
instead of using the full input sentences containing mixed



Algorithm 1 Decoupling training scheme
Input: All face attributes {xi}40

i=1, attribute groups
{gi}5i=1 and sampling attribute number Na;

1: Initialize sampling strategy θ ∈ {random, group};
2: if θ is random then
3: Sample {xi}Na

i=1 from {xi}40
i=1;

4: if θ is group then
5: Sample one attribute group gs from {gi}5i=1;
6: Sample {xi}Na

i=1 from gs;
7: return concatenated sentences from {xi}Na

i=1.

attributes. It allows the model to fit each kind of attributes
individually, and generate more natural edited images.

Our proposed decoupling training scheme aims to put
attributes with similar learning speed in single sentences.
To this end, we empirically categorize the given 40 CelebA
face attributes into 5 groups, i.e. hair, eye, mouth, fashion
and others. During the training phase, in each iteration, we
randomly sample one category and pick random attributes
under the sampled category. We then combine the sampled
random attributes as a training text segment. Here the sam-
pling attribute number Na is a hyper-parameter. We refer to
the aforementioned setting as group sampling. We also con-
duct random sampling for comparison purpose, where the
attributes are sampled from all given 40 attributes, instead
of specific attribute group. We present the full procedure in
Algorithm 1.

By this way, we force the model to focus on a single
attribute category instead of mixed categories during the
training of each sample, so that the risk of “easy” attributes
being overly edited is reduced. We achieve better manipu-
lation results in terms of producing natural results with this
decoupling training scheme.

3.5. Entropy constraint to avoid irrelevant change

We assume w ∈ W is disentangled [10]. Hence only
part of the latent code w offset dimensions should have non-
zero values, while all other dimensions should have small
or zero values. Although the latent code norm loss con-
strains the offsets to some extent, it only gives general sup-
pression on the offsets values, and using too much weight
on latent code norm loss makes the CLIP loss optimization
difficult. Therefore, we propose to apply entropy loss Len

on offset ∆w, which can be optimized simultaneously with
CLIP loss. Minimizing Len can not only force the model to
give more zero values, but also maintain non-zero values, as
shown in Figure 5. By doing this, text-irrelevant attributes
can be preserved and relevant attributes can be edited.

We define the normalized ∆w by p(∆w) as follows:

p(∆w) =
||∆w||

max(||∆w||)
, (6)

∆𝑤 values

Frequency Frequency

∆𝑤 values
High Entropy Low Entropy

0 0
+- +-

Figure 5. Demonstration of high and low entropy of ∆w distri-
bution. The horizontal axis represents the value range of ∆w, and
the vertical axis denotes the corresponding number of each ∆w
value. In the low entropy of ∆w, there are more zero or small
values, which prevent the editing on text-irrelevant attributes.

where ||∆w|| denotes the absolute values of ∆w, since both
positive and negative values change the semantics of w. It is
notable that we do not use the softmax normalization to get
p(∆w), as we observe softmax normalization changes the
original distribution of ∆w and yields inferior performance
than our adopted min-max normalization method.

The entropy loss Len is defined by the Shannon Entropy
formulation [22], and is denoted as

Len = −
N∑
i=1

p(∆w)log(p(∆w)). (7)

where N is the dimension number of ∆w. With the help
of Len, we suppress text-irrelevant ∆w dimension values,
without affecting the relevant ones. This results in mini-
mization on text-irrelevant attribute editing of the generated
images.

3.6. Training objective

To summarize, our overall training objective is

L =Lclip + λidLid + λbgLbg + λil2Li
l2

+ λwl2Lw
l2 + λenLen,

(8)

where λid, λbg , λil2, λwl2 and λen are set as 0.2, 1, 0.02, 0.1
and 0.2 respectively.

4. Experiments
4.1. Setup

Dataset. It is notable that our proposed method does not
require any real images or text for training. We use the
original 40-category face attributes from CelebA-HQ [12]
dataset to construct the random training text. We use text
data from the Multi-Modal-CelebA-HQ dataset [12, 30] for
testing purposes, which is generated based on the original
annotations [12]. This dataset contains 30,000 image and
text pairs, where each text file has 10 captions to describe
face images. We use the first sentence of the last 5,000 text
files for evaluation. During the testing phase, we use 5,000
fixed latent codes and sentences to output the edited images.
Evaluation metrics. We use Fréchet Inception Distance
(FID) [6] to evaluate the edited image quality. We also use



Input Ours TediGAN StyleCLIP Input Ours TediGAN StyleCLIP HairCLIPHairCLIP

Input text:
1. The man is chubby and has gray hair, double chin, and receding hairline.
2. The person is wearing lipstick. She has pointy nose.
3. The person has pale skin, high cheekbones, and is wearing heavy makeup.
4. This man has brown hair, and pointy nose. He is young. He has no beard.
5. The woman is chubby and has oval face.

Input text:
6. This person has black hair. he is attractive. he has beard.
7. This woman is wearing lipstick. she has bags under eyes.
8. This man is young and has black hair, high cheekbones, and bushy eyebrows.
9. The woman has blond hair and is wearing earrings. She is attractive.
10.He has mustache and bags under eyes. He is young.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Figure 6. Comparison against existing methods. The input text is shown in the top and the input face images are presented in the left
columns. It can be seen that previous methods produce excessive editing on the manipulated faces, such as changed identities, different
head poses, unnatural lipstick, etc. In contrast, our method generates natural edited images, with minimal text-irrelevant change.

Table 1. Quantitative comparison against existing works. We
use FID, ID similarity (ID) and attribute prediction accuracy (Acc)
to do evaluations. (∗HairCLIP is our reproduced version, and hair-
related loss is removed.)

Models FID ↓ ID ↑ Acc ↑
TediGAN [28] 45.62 45.46 81.23
StyleCLIP [17] 44.41 44.77 80.91
HairCLIP∗ [28] 41.56 62.41 82.50
ManiCLIP (ours) 31.57 76.55 85.33

identity similarity (ID) to evaluate if the edited images keep
the original identity information. Moreover, we train an in-
dividual face attribute model to predict attribute labels for
face images. Based on the predicted labels, we calculate
accuracy (Acc) to quantitatively evaluate if the model con-
ducts excessive editing. To be specific, we use the accuracy
of edited image labels over target labels as Acc.

Implementation details. We use the StyleGAN2 model1

[10] pretrained on FFHQ dataset [9] as the image generator.
The ∆w decoder is a 6-layer transformer, where the head
number is set as 8. We set the batch size and learning rate
as 16 and 0.0001 respectively, and we use Adam [11] opti-
mizer. The training epoch number is 30. We use a single
V100 for training.

1https://github.com/rosinality/StyleGAN2-pytorch

4.2. Comparison against other methods

We show the quantitative results for our proposed
method and various existing methods in Table 1, where we
evaluate them by FID, identity similarity (ID) and attribute
prediction accuracy (Acc). It is notable that both TediGAN
[30] and StyleCLIP [17] require individual test-time opti-
mization over each instance, while HairCLIP [28] and ours
do not require. Compared with previous works, our method
has big improvements on the FID and ID similarity metrics,
which indicates the natural editing of our proposed Mani-
CLIP. Acc measures the correctness of our edited results,
demonstrating the efficacy of ManiCLIP on preventing text-
irrelevant change. We observe ManiCLIP consistently out-
performs previous methods across all the metrics.

We also present qualitative results in Figure 6, where the
input text is shown in the top and the input face images
are shown in the left columns. To be specific, we can see
that generally all edited images match the given text seman-
tics. However, when we compare the manipulated images
with the original ones, TediGAN and StyleCLIP change too
much the face identities. For example, in the fourth in-
stance, where the text indicates the gender is male, though
TediGAN and StyleCLIP successfully produce images with
a man, the generated images are dissimilar with the origi-
nal image. In contrast, our edited image not only matches
with the given text, but also has higher similarity with the



Table 2. Evaluation of our proposed decoupling training
scheme and entropy loss. We use FID, ID similarity (ID) and
attribute prediction accuracy (Acc) to do the evaluations.

Decouping Entropy loss FID ↓ ID ↑ Acc ↑
× × 40.70 69.88 83.60
× X 38.62 73.24 84.73
X × 34.60 74.41 84.38
X X 31.57 76.55 85.33

Table 3. Ablation study regarding the sampled attribute num-
bers Na. Random sampling denotes we sample Na attributes from
all attributes, while Group sampling denotes we sample Na at-
tributes out of same attribute groups. We use FID for evaluation.

Attribute number Na 1 2 3 4 5

Random sampling 35.50 36.25 35.94 34.80 37.80

Group sampling 34.01 32.95 31.57 35.99 36.26

Input text:
1. This person has arched eyebrows, oval face, and blond hair and wears 

lipstick. She is attractive, and young.
2. She has high cheekbones, pointy nose, straight hair, and mouth slightly 

open. She is wearing lipstick.

1.

2.

Input w/o Decoupling
𝑛! = 1 𝑛! = 3 𝑛! = 5

w/ Decoupling

Figure 7. Effects of different attribute numbers Na sampled
for each text segment in the decoupling training. We use group
sampling in the decoupling training scheme. In the decoupling
setting, we show results of Na = 1, 3, 5 respectively.

original one, including the pose, hairstyle, expressions, etc.
Comparing with HairCLIP (our reproduced version with-
out hair-related losses), our method alleviates the issue of
excessive editing. In the second example, HairCLIP’s ma-
nipulated image has unnatural lipstick, and the skin colour
is paler than the original, whereas our edited images are
natural, and also have alignment with both original images
and given text. The presented examples in Figure 6 demon-
strate the importance of avoiding excessive editing in the
face multi-attribute manipulation task, and our proposed de-
coupling training scheme and entropy loss alleviates exces-
sive editing effectively.

4.3. Ablation study

To demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed decou-
pling training scheme and entropy loss, we show the quan-
titative experiments in Table 2. Specifically, only adopting
decoupling training scheme already improves much on FID,
showing it helps on giving more natural edited results. Us-
ing only the entropy loss brings more improvement on Acc,

He is 
attractive, and
has mustache.

Input

w/ Entropy lossw/o Entropy loss

The man is 
chubby and 
has gray hair, 
double chin. 

Input

w/ Entropy lossw/o Entropy loss

Figure 8. Effects of our proposed entropy loss. The model with-
out entropy loss generates images with text-irrelevant edited hair
color and identity. Using entropy loss alleviates these issues.

indicating it can preserve text-irrelevant attributes. Com-
bining them together boosts the performance further.
Analysis of decoupling training scheme. To see the effect
of the attribute number Na in the decoupling training, we
conduct ablation study regarding different Na. The quanti-
tative results are presented in Table 3. We also give qualita-
tive demonstrations in Figure 7. Using decoupling training
scheme aims to generate natural editing results. Specifi-
cally, using Na = 3 with group sampling yields the best
quantitative results. In Figure 7, we observe the model with-
out decoupling training scheme gives unnatural makeup in
both cases. We take the first instance of Figure 7 as an ex-
ample: when Na = 1, the edited hair color has even some
pink shade, which is undesirable; when Na = 5, the edited
hair color remains dark. Setting Na = 3 not only meets
the text information, but also maintains minimal excessive
editing. Hence we refer this setting as optimal.
Analysis of Entropy loss. In Figure 8, we present the ef-
fects of using the proposed entropy loss during the training
phase. To be specific, we input two different textual de-
scriptions to edit the given input image. When we do not
adopt the entropy loss, we can see the first edited instances
present edited hair color, and the second edited instance has
changed the human identity, which are text-irrelevant at-
tributes. On the other hand, the model trained with entropy
loss gives better results, since it generates images more sim-
ilar to the input image in terms of the text-irrelevant at-
tributes, such as hair colors.
Analysis of different weights on ∆w. In Figure 9, we
present the edited images from w+0.3∆w, w+0.6∆w and
w + ∆w respectively. Different weights on ∆w give dif-
ferent editing degrees on the manipulated face attributes. It
validates the correctness of our model learned editing direc-
tions, and produces editing variations on the given input text
and images. This increasing editing intensity also shows
some potential applications, where users may determine the
weights on ∆w themselves based on their preferences.
Ablative results of various attribute numbers. In Figure
10, we input a long textual description containing 8 different
attributes, which are categorized into 4 groups. To validate



Input text:
1. This chubby man has double chin, rosy cheeks, big nose.
2. This person has blond hair. She wears earrings, and heavy makeup.

𝑤 + ∆𝑤𝑤 𝑤 + 0.3∆𝑤 𝑤 + 0.6∆𝑤

1.

2.

Figure 9. Results of different weights on ∆w. We show the
original images and edited images generated from w + 0.3∆w,
w + 0.6∆w and w + ∆w respectively, which demonstrate edit-
ing degrees can be controlled by weights on ∆w.

Input text:
He has 1lipstick, heavy makeup, 2mustache, and double chin. This person has 
3bushy eyebrows, bags under eyes, 4brown hair, and wavy hair. 

Input Output of removing 1-3 attribute groupsOutput
Figure 10. Results of various attribute numbers. We input a
textual description with 8 attributes, which are categorized into 4
groups. We show ablative results of removing different portions of
the input text.

the efficacy of our face editing method from text with dif-
ferent attribute numbers, we show the ablative edited results
based on text having 8 to 2 attributes. We first present the
edited images based on the full description, then we grad-
ually remove 1-3 attribute groups and produce the corre-
sponding edited images. Generally, we observe our edited
results are natural and matched with the given text, without
text-irrelevant change. However, when we change the input
attribute number, the editing degrees are different regarding
the same attribute. For example, the edited hair color be-
come more brown when editing less attribute numbers. This
correlation indicates the limitation of our method, which is
our method cannot control the editing degree for each at-
tribute individually, since the latent code offsets are pro-
duced based on all attributes.

4.4. Celebrity image manipulation

In Figure 11, we show manipulation results over
celebrity face images, where the images are extracted from
StyleCLIP [17] paper and we use e4e encoder [25] to ob-
tain the corresponding latent codes. We show the edited
results based on three different sentences. It can be seen
our edited results have various editing intensity for differ-

The man is chubby and has gray hair.

Input Image

The person has pointy nose and is wearing makeup.

The man has high cheekbones, and mustache.
Figure 11. Manipulation results of celebrity face images. The
latent codes are obtained by GAN inversion [25]. In the 2-4 rows,
we show the edited images given different text inputs.

ent faces, which fits each image and makes it look natural.
Moreover, our manipulated images preserve the identity in-
formation and fine-grained details well, indicating the dis-
entanglement property of our model. For example, when
we attempt to add mustache onto female faces in the edited
images, other face attributes such as hair and earrings re-
main unchanged. However, our model fails to give good
results on the gender manipulation. Given the text of man,
the edited results of the third and fourth columns do not
reflect significant changes on the gender. This is because
there is a trade off between the identity preservation and
gender editing, and our model achieve high ID similarity in
the evaluation metrics, which restricts the performance on
gender editing.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework,

ManiCLIP, that tackles the multi-attribute face editing prob-
lem with text input. To achieve minimal excessive editing,
we introduce a decoupling training scheme and add entropy
loss to the learning objective. As a result, the edited images
not only match the given text, but also are natural and have
minimal irrelevant attribute change, maximally preserving
the original identity. In a series of comprehensive experi-
ments, we show that our proposed method outperforms var-
ious baseline models.

Limitation. Please refer to the last paragraphs of Section
4.3 and 4.4 for our limitation discussion.
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